Retailer in Focus

Sunny Strikes

AT AMPOL PARKLEA

From left: Nik Singh, Adam Dirani, Suki Singh, Gary Singh, Steve Cardinale, Engelbert Misquitta and Ray McKeown
Situated in the outskirts of Sydney’s west and bordering the
Hills district, Parklea is a suburb in the city of Blacktown 40kms
North West of Greater Western Sydney.

Lookout for the Sunrise!

Sunrise Enjoy Local Stores aim to bring community values back
to the local C-Store, while also providing a clean, friendly and
convenient shopping experience leaving our customers with
smiles that last throughout the day.
Ampol Sunrise Parklea owners Gary Singh and Reema Prakash
wanted to showcase their store to the public with the intention
to be unique and truly stand out. New Sunrise Brand Manager,
Andrew Cardinale, worked closely with the team to propose
an impactful brand identity which has uniquely defined the
store and its values as a competitive advantage over major
competitors. Gary also wanted to focus on coffee and food as
a driver of foot traffic, and has since implemented a Common
Good Coffee activation in-store and BYO bakery products. This
month we spoke to the team at Sunrise Ampol Parklea on their
recent rebranding and store launch.

How has New Sunrise helped you transform
your store?

“My initial dealings with New Sunrise from day one was that they
are a proactive group, offering a modern convenience program
and I knew they meant what they said. In this industry, actions
speak louder than words.
Planograms and floor plans were presented and implemented
by the New Sunrise staff, making the process feel like a breath
of fresh air. New Sunrise have prompt service and ensure the
delivery of promotions in store are on time.
The New Sunrise branding and POS is on trend and gives our
store a modern feel which grabs the attention of our customers
before their turn into our forecourt.”
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Team members Raman and Sidney
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What are your focus points?

1. Better buys and taking advantage of New Sunrise special
bulk deals

“In my experience in owning multiple IGA supermarkets, it is
important to maximise margins in store by ordering up on your
top selling products and being competitive with pricing.”
2. Having full shelves and offering range to customers

What do your plans for the future involve?

3. Cleanliness and Customer Service

The promotional program is a fantastic concept which allows us
to cater our promotions to suit our locals while allowing customers
to have freedom and choice in purchasing to suit their need state
whilst rewards retailers like myself with rebates and smiles.”

“One of our pet hates is having an empty looking store or
having popular lines out of stock. We monitor supply regularly
and ensure ample amount of top selling lines are in stock and
available for consumers. It is important to have a range of new
lines available in store as is creates an opportunity to draw a new
demographic of consumers as well as remaining relevant in the
current market.”
“Based on our location, it is pivotal to have great customer
service and cleanliness in store. There is high foot traffic of
tradies in the mornings and then followed by loyal locals who are
willing to spend money for the right products. It is our obligation
to provide outstanding service for the loyal consumers.”

What major changes have you witnessed in store?

Customer Feedback
“We find the opinions of our customers valuable, so when we
hear positive comments, it reminds us why we do what we
do. Recently we have been praised for our extensive range of
products in store and the fresh modern in store branding. These
comments encourage all staff members to keep a clean and tidy
environment in store.”
Sandwiches and Food sales have increased

“The store is now averaging 320 sandwiches a week. As well as
this we have recently introduced freshly baked pies and sausage
rolls which now contribute to 30% of the fresh bakery sales.”

Promotions and P2P
“It is integral to maintain a store which offers consumers great
specials and a wide range of products as this will lead to the
success of a store.

Freshly baked bread
“I would like to see our grocery range expand by introducing
fresh bread delivered daily. This will truly separate us from our
competitors.”
Additional Coffee machine
“The Common Good Coffee bean has shown it’s quality in store
as the consumer demand has increased. This has led to us
critically considering if we should purchase another machine to
meet the needs of our loyal customers.”
Food
“Increasing the food range to offer more choice. Products such
as My Muscle Chef are seen to be doing exceptionally well and
we are hoping to include more innovative products such as
these in store.”

Common Good Coffee

“The Common Good Coffee in association with Beyond Blue has
been a fabulous entry to our store so much so that we are now
considering a second machine due to such high demand.”
Beverages

“Beverage sales have been the driving force in store and
consequently we have seen a massive increase in sales.
Our top selling beverage suppliers are Frucor and CCEP.”

Sunny leaves his mark

And so, as Ampol Parklea continues to make its mark on the
local community and visitors, Gary believes that he is definitely
moving in the right direction. The Sunrise branding has certainly
left a mark on the store for both staff and customers. It caters to
both young and old. Apart from the great promotions in store,
Gary and the team are happy with the progress of Ampol Parklea
and look forward to working more closely with the team at New
Sunrise. On behalf of New Sunrise, we wish you and the staff of
Ampol Parklea all the very best for the future.
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